A ttending a wide variety of performances over the years by the same performers, you often develop a personal relationship with those artists. Sometimes this relationship is mutually acknowledged, other times, it's merely a spectatorial impression developed through encounter. Over three weekends in February, I began to feel that I was living at Sadler's Wells as I returned repeatedly to visit two "friends," Pina Bausch and Jérôme Bel.
Although I had been hearing about Bel's work for close to a decade, somehow we had never met. He was that mythical "friend of a friend," the one you have to meet, but never quite manage to. So when Sadler's Wells announced Showtime, a retrospective of his choreographic work, I quickly leapt at the chance. The retrospective itself is an unusual event in live performance, while art-house cinemas regularly present thematic programs of the work of a given director or artist, it is rare to get the opportunity to "catch up" with live work in the same way. In large part, the reasons for this are self-evident: few companies maintain a historical repertory, prohibitive costs, age and company shifts mean that earlier pieces are often difficult to restage. This disappearance of early works is, however, a lost opportunity and one that speaks to the issue of "knowing" an artist. For most people, the first encounter with an artist-particularly today, amidst a proliferation of venues and competing funding systems-is not at the beginning of a career, but after she or he has begun to attract some notice. As international touring circuits become more and more fixed and as festivals rely less on the creation of new work individually, but on co-productions and similar structures of development, artists must bring their work to audiences to develop a following. Within such an economy of production the retrospective makes a great deal of sense; few of Bel's pieces, for instance, have had prolonged runs in London, and yet there is an audience there for him, an audience who have had sporadic encounters over the past fifteen years, unless they have followed him through touring.
Four of the five performances staged by Sadler's Wells, 1994's Nom donné par l'auteur (Name Given by the Author), the 1995 Jérôme Bel, the paired 1997 Shirtology and a lecture-demonstration surrounding the 1998 The Last Performance, and the 2005 Pichet Klunchun and Myself were presented in the small Lilian Baylis Theatre, an intimate studio space that both ensured an immediate sell-out and helped to define the proximal relationship between performer(s) and audience. With the exception of the most recent piece, each was given for one night only, with much of the audience there for every night. Those people in the audience whom I didn't know at the beginning of the first night felt like old friends by the end of the last. Indeed, seeing one another in the larger space of the main auditorium for the 2001 The Show Must Go On! created a shared sense of an "insider" status. This notion, while certainly nothing new in a long history of avant-garde performance work, serves to speak to the value of the retrospective in building and maintaining an audience-the sense of community and relationality developed by such an event takes 1960's notions of communitas and combines with them a sense of contemporary debates surrounding relational aesthetics and the sense of encountering an artwork. The retrospective then becomes an ideal live performance context for the production of community.
Equally important to this communitybuilding, however, is the promise that the retrospective as a form offers of narrating a particular history, of demonstrating artistic development and change. Bel's choreographic work began after a history as a dancer with a broad variety of contemporary and postmodern choreographers, among them Angelin Preljocaj and Philippe Decouflé. His training tells the story of French (and continental European) dance practice over the past forty years. The first piece that he presented, Nom Donné par l'auteur is an object choreography, a workshop full of household items and two manipulators, puppeteers perhaps. The two performers, Bel himself and his frequent collaborator, Frédéric Moreau, perform a seventy-minute long duet, a series of calls and responses in which each movement produces the next. This is choreography stripped of artifice, of virtuosity, a rediscovery of object manipulation that recalls the non-dance contexts of artists such as Paul Zaloom and Stuart Sherman. And yet, its framing as dance is crucial, a reminder of how we watch.
Through the manipulation of dance, we see the choreographic gesture in perhaps its purest form, the imagination prior to bodily interpretation. The objects-a vacuum cleaner, a plastic stool, a canister of salt, Robert's French dictionary, a hair dryer, a flashlight, a soccer ball, a small rug, a pair of ice skates, and four large letters, one for each of the points of a compass (Nord, Est, Sud, Ouest)-are used both singly and in varying groups, becoming Rube Goldbergesque creations that fill the stage. These begin simply-the salt is poured onto various objects, the stool is upended, the ball is kicked-and become more complex. At one point the vacuum cleaner appears to take in the words from the dictionary, only to transmit them across the stage where they are blown through the hair dryer into Moreau's ear who then reads them aloud. Objects are tested for whether they bounce or how they fit together.
The performers as well become objects, denuded of their virtuosity; they become themselves a form of marionette, moving through a scripted series of movements and performed articulations. This piece allows the audience time to think and to remember, as Bel commented in discussion with Jonathan Burrows prior to the final performance. He wants people to be able to "tell dance" to recall specific onstage events and to describe them in a way that the non-dancer can then picture as well.
This bared body is then the canvas for the second evening; having returned our attention to the act of choreographing, having demonstrated the stage as a canvas for a form of action painting, the objects are replaced by the human form. In Jérôme Bel, the bodies are literally stripped bare before us, two dancers-a man and a woman (Moreau and Claire Haenni)-walk on stage nude with a third nude figure, a woman carrying a large bare light bulb that provides much of the illumination for the evening. With a piece of chalk each writes their vitals on the upstage wall-name, height, weight, age, phone number, and bank balance. They write two more names-Thomas Edison as inventor of the incandescent light bulb that is both visible and allows the performance itself to be seen, and Stravinsky, composer of the music on the CD played on a boom box upstage. They manipulate, again in call and response forms, their own bodies, pulling flesh to cover flesh, tracing a line of freckles around the body, manipulating (nonsexually) their genitalia. They discover a lipstick and write on their bodies with it; she writes along her leg the manufacturer and price of the makeup, later partially erasing it to form simple words. Again, the question of dance is laid bare, com-plex virtuosic movements stripped away as we are asked to look at bodies, to recognize the act of watching, to explore the playful relationship onstage and with us as well as the tensions between voyeurism and spectatorship. This last is rendered explicit as Moreau urinates on stage, dipping his hands in it to erase his own name, his own information; we realize that Haenni too, while seated on the stage, has urinated and she too begins to selectively erase. As they erase individual letters, a phrase appears in the remaining ones: "Eric chante Sting." As the performers leave the stage, a new one, Eric Affergan, enters fully clothed and begins to sing Sting's "An Englishman in New York." The piece ends here, the end of the first weekend of the retrospective and we all look around recognizing one another in the seats and in the lobby afterward.
The next weekend began with an evening that paired the simple 1997 Shirtology and a lecture demonstration in which Bel purports to discuss the 1998 piece The Last Performance, which he tells us he has sworn never to do again. The lecture, for which Bel, simply dressed (but with a full length fur coat draped over his chair) sits with a Mac at a table onstage, is an incredibly seductive piece of theatre. He had, Bel tells us, decided that he had no good ideas, but wanted to make a "real" dance piece, unlike the simpler pieces of the prior weekend. Unable to come up with his own ideas and having been, according to his own version of the story, locked away and reading what seems to be the standard introductory reading list for a performance studies Ph.D. student, he began to think about borrowing phrases that he liked from other choreographers and copying them. The lecture becomes a meditation on ownership and memory, as he discovers that the rules and regulations that specify plagiarism and citation are not as legally determinate for dance as they are for other forms of art, such as music and writing.
Having been turned down by Pina Bausch, he chose to recreate a dance by Suzanne Linke. Each of the four performers in the piece, he recounts, would begin by coming forward and intoning, "Ich bin Suzanne Linke," and then would perform the same excerpt from her choreography. This was repeated, bringing in quotations from other sources as well, including a performer dressed as a tennis player, citations from Hamlet, and images from Calvin Klein advertisements. He shows a brief clip from the show, which he claims was unsuccessful-people walked out in droves, although you sense in this, a slight desire for the show to have been more of a failure than it was. Indeed the narrative of the retrospective requires this claim. His creation and narration as iconoclast needs his work to be able to be read as unpopular. For Bel's audience, the piece is far from failure and relies upon the presence of a broad audience for this recent history of non-representational dance. As Bel hesitated at one point in the evening, having seemingly gone off his script and trying to quote from memory Peggy Phelan's oft-quoted assertion that "Performance's only life is in the present. Performance cannot be saved, recorded, documented. . . ." I had the sense that most of the audience was ready to fill in the blank. Chatting with other members of the audience afterwards, it was clear that I was not the only one with that impression.
The lecture is interrupted three times during the evening by scenes from Shirtology, a simple choreography for one dancer who comes on and peels off layer upon layer of tee-shirts. One time the shirts each display a different number, counting the ways that they appear, another time each shirt is simply a distinct color. The last time, the dancer follows the instructions on each shirt, which give him a passage of music-he hums it-and then a series of instructions first to "Dance" and later to "Shut Up and Dance," among other commands. Bel simply exits the stage and Moreau enters for each of these passages.
The fourth performance of the retrospective, the Bessie-winning 2001 The Show Must Go On, staged in the main house, was Bel's return to choreography after having quit at the end of The Last Performance (and having "signed" Xavier LeRoy's eponymous 1999 Xavier LeRoy). This is perhaps the most broad-ranging of Bel's choreographies and takes its cue from an iPod or a mix tape. Downstage in the house sits a visible sound engineer with a stack of CDs. He pops the first one in as the houselights go out and the bare darkened stage echoes with Leonard Bernstein's "Tonight." This ends and the Galt McDermot/Gerome Ragni anthem "Let the Sunshine In" cues the lights, but the stage remains empty until the performers-a mixed group of men and women of all ages and physical appearances enter to the linguistic directive of Lennon and McCartney's "Come Together," only beginning to move, each individually, as David Bowie's "Let's Dance" is popped into the CD tray. The dance throughout this piece is simple and clear, motivated easily by the cues of the words on the soundtrack, which moves through a variety of pieces from those already mentioned to the Police's "Every Breath You Take"-the performers walk downstage staring at the audience as the words remind us that "I'll Be Watching You"-Nick Cave's "Into My Arms"the performers slowly pair up, hugging one another tightly-Edith Piaf 's "La Vie en Rose"-the lights change to a strong pink-Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Survive," Reel 2 Real's "I Like to Move It," Simon and Garfunkel's "The Sounds of Silence," Roberta Flack's "Killing Me Softly," and even Los del Rio's "Macarena," among others.
Using the technology of the orchestra pit, Bel added in the theme song from the film Titanic, "My Heart Will Go On" as paired dancers hit the iconic DeCaprio/Winslet pose on the edge of the orchestra pit and it sank below the stage, only to have yellow lights beaming up from the now open gap as the music switched to the Beatles's "Yellow Submarine." From the perspective of the larger audience, much of this piece appears little more than a series of gags, a perhaps too-cutesy (although absolutely delightful) evening at the theatre and a trip through Bel's personal iPod. However, in the midst of the retrospective, this piece has more resonance than that. While the choreographies are straightforward, generally more street dance or impression than rigorous virtuosity, the simplicity and clarity of the ninety-minute evening marks Bel's devotion to performance. Despite the move away from "dance" and even out of choreography, this piece marks his need to communicate in this form. This is a piece perhaps about the impossibility of turning away from that which you love. Sitting as the final night of restagings (the final weekend was his newest piece, which had not yet appeared in the UK), this performance filled the larger space, both with audience and with vitality, asking questions of the purpose of dance and the relationships between spectatorship and performance. This piece perhaps began where Jérôme Bel left off, with the use of pop music here not the end, but a new beginning. It might be a Gap advertisement but somehow it's not; it is definitely contemporary dance theatre, posing questions about representation and our own, personal relationships to histories of popular music. This piece is about the irrepressibility of dance, about our need to "move it, move it."
Having acknowledged the necessity of dance and the ways in which it communicates, Bel's most recent work, Pichet Klunchun and Myself, is a duet that begins from the point of engagement with dance as such. For ticket-holders, this final performance was actually a full afternoon, beginning with a discussion between Bel and British choreographer Jonathan Burrows about the nature of their dance work and the frames of reception. In this discussion, Bel made the striking claim that all performance is seen as more interrelated in a French context than in the UK one, where the recent development of the term live art has, in his mind, served to further separate performance depending on where it places itself taxonomically. The second portion of the evening served perhaps as an unintentional illustration of this assertion, a screening of a filmed version of Bel's 2004 Veronique Doisneau, a commission for Bel at the Opera Garnier in which a retiring member of the Paris Opera's ballet corps stages herself in that famous theatre, telling her own story, as in the earlier Jérôme Bel, including such personal information as height, weight, and income. She also demonstrates some of her favorite moments in ballet, both those that stand out as an individual dancer and others like a moment from Swan Lake that she demonstrates are entirely about the mass production of a group of bodies and seem empty when performed solo. The audience at the Opera cheers for her, a single individual, yet not a diva, fêted alone on the stage before thousands where so many international "stars" have been received before.
This encounter between an individual and the audience is then largely what is repeated on stage that evening in the final performance, which takes a form familiar to us all today perhaps most through television. This is an interview, a series of questions and answers, with demonstration, between Bel and Pichet Klunchun, a traditional Thai khon dancer. Clearly staged, Bel's feigned naiveté about Klunchun as an individual and about khon as a form is at once both appealing and distancing. As Klunchun demonstrates the building blocks of his dance form and Bel imitates, there is the bringing together of two vastly different art forms and traditions. The roles reverse and Klunchun asks Bel a similar series of staged questions. They have been touring this piece for over two years and the audience recognizes that all this is basically rehearsed, but it still, in the moment of appearance, feels fresh and original. The questions that the two ask turn to a meditation on death and its representability. Klunchen demonstrates how it is seen from outside in khon, while Bel replays Flack's "Killing Me Softly" from The Show Must Go On, falling to the floor and lying still. The performance ends with a discus-sion about nudity, with Bel beginning to remove his trousers and Klunchun stopping him, saying that such things are not necessarily appropriate. While this offers a space for a discussion of sex tourism to Thailand and the notion of nudity in work, it is perhaps more important as a meditation here on Bel's own work and the ways in which dance itself is stripped bare through this trajectory we have witnessed.
Indeed, Bel's work is all about the encounter with dance, the appearance of another being before an audience or a witness. In this, perhaps, the retrospective most fully did its job as it stages an encounter with Bel. While much of the audience was certainly familiar with his work, and there is an argument easily levelled about both its preciousness and ego, at heart, it seems that what it does most effectively is question the place of dance in the contemporary moment. While he relies on an audience that "knows what it is getting," the work does more than simply speak a familiar language, it reveals the constructedness at the very heart of all performance; this is never pure encounter, but always mediated, always a staged meeting, and yet one that still is capable of producing a form of relationality. The retrospective and its sense of the production of historical narrative achieves this sense more strongly than any individual piece might hope to do.
On the last night, as we lingered in the lobby of the Lilian Baylis Theatre, reluctant to leave this shared community, an immediately recognizable figure walked through the stage door of the main space and into the lobby, as the video monitors showed the stagehands in the main space sweeping up a stage full of red earth. As she stood talking with a couple of friends, her hair drawn tightly up at the back of her head, all the faces of those who had been there for Bel were drawn inexorably towards Pina Bausch's presence in the small lobby space. Although she had initially been announced to dance in Café Muller, one of the two pieces that she was presenting at Sadler's Wells, she had withdrawn (due to indisposition) from performance that week. The pieces however, the 1978 Café Muller and the 1975 Rite of Spring, were still breathtaking. The first piece is perhaps Bausch's most iconic, due in large part to the wide availability of a filmed version for use in classrooms and the presence of clips from that same film in Pedro Almodovar's Talk to Her.
This was the first time I had seen this piece performed live and it perhaps benefits from this prior knowledge, my sense of returning to see an old friend. It is an elegiac dance, set in a café, probably much like the one that Bausch's parents ran through the 1940s. The larger-thanlife doors stage this view of adult lives from a child's perspective, the child half asleep and dreaming. The role of the sleepwalker, usually danced by Bausch was here danced by Helena Pikon who bears a striking resemblance, at least on stage, to her. The piece features music by Henry Purcell from Dido and Aeneas-which itself was recently seen on stage at Sadler's Wells in a stunning interpretation by the newer generation of German tanztheater choreographers, Sasha Waltz-and is nearly forty minutes of repeated images, a waiter runs through the space moving the furniture chaotically, the sleepwalker is paired with a lover who tries impossibly to support her, a woman gets stuck in a revolving door, etc. This is a piece of theatre-individuals try and fail to come together, each moves through the space in search of connection, in search of humanity, but they cannot ever find one another. Even when they seem to meet, they fall apart, the sleepwalker and her partner are repeatedly placed in one another's arms and she collapses out of them every time, unable to rely on each other, each figure might as well be dancing separately, surrounded by their own plexiglass cage, as the dancer who gets caught in the revolving door so clearly demonstrates.
Such movements might be the basis of a Bel work as well; indeed, the shifting of the chairs seems to have been (unconsciously) echoed in the use of the stool in his first piece. But here, these movements are undeniably danced-there is incredible pain and desire to connect here, but there is also virtuosity and precision in the movement. Thirty years after it was first created the piece carries not simply itself; it bears with it all of Bausch's history, as well as the field that she has created. She has redefined dance and produced an audience for much contemporary boundary-shifting work. We remember her remembering in a piece that may be less shocking than it once was, but is now more powerful for its own historical continuity.
The second piece in the evening, The Rite of Spring, is a tour-de-force. More linear than we expect from Bausch, this is an intense modernist version of this iconic score, throwing a 1970s feminist "fuck you" to Nijinsky's original. On a red earth covered stage, sixteen men and women circle one another, dancing primal urges. They couple and uncouple, the peat floor becomes mud as they grind and sweat in it; the mud streaks their clothes and flesh. The performers often move as one, at one point a powerful diagonal line circling and stamping its way around the stage, more animal than human. They separate, eye one another. The men search for a victim, an individual man-Andrey Berezin-stands out as the central figure and the women nervously catch his eye, both provoked and desperately afraid. The women circle to protect, passing what seems to be a red cloth around, but eventually allow one of their number to be selected, forced to change from the standard-issue fleshcolored dress to the red shift.
Ruth Amarante is stunning in this central role, her terror and intensity coming to a head as she is ritually sacrificed to the spring. The pas-de-deux that Berezin and Amarante dance embodies both love and fear, and the urges that pull these two together tear them apart as well, straining against need both physical and primal, soaring upward and returning inexorably to the red earth. My only quibble with the piece was the use of recorded music, understandably necessary, but unfortunate nonetheless. The Rite of Spring has become a rite of passage for choreographers and while I have seen many, from the Joffrey's restored staging of the original to Angelin Preljocaj's lush production to Julia Mach dancing in a 2007 Marin Alsop-conducted three-dimensional computer-projected landscape. The same week as Bausch's production was at Sadler's Wells, the Royal Ballet even included Kenneth Macmillan's version in a bill of works at the Royal Opera House, and yet Bausch's piece is by far the most intense I have seen, the most primal and earthbound, yet in that intensity, it is the most alive and urgent. (Although I do wonder how Bel would interpret it.)
Although drastically different events, these two re-encounters were both stunning events, and Sadler's Wells deserves quite the accolades for such a programming feat. The shared experience of Bel's "insider audience" was poles apart from the buzz and anticipation around a rare London visit by Bausch, but the two brought together artists and audiences in that wonderful and unusual way that we all begin to feel like friends, at least from a spectatorial perspective. Bausch and Bel are two of the most stunning talents as well as unique personalities in contemporary dance, both innovators in their own ways and both serve to redefine dance in part through taking on these unique personas and personal roles.
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